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To Mary in Aotearoa: Burns’s ‘Thou Ling’ring Star’ and
Scottish Identity in New Zealand

Abstract
Robert Burns’s poetic address ‘To Mary in Heaven’, also known as
‘Thou Ling’ring Star’, was once immensely popular among Scottish
expatriates and Burns enthusiasts in British colonies. Unusually for
Burns, it is written in a highly formal mode of English, and set to a
deliberately composed tune rather than one ‘found’ in the context of
traditional Scottish musical culture. In New Zealand, it has an
extensive history of performance, in verse and song, from the earliest colonial period through to the aftermath of the First World
War. An investigation into the poem’s reception in early colonial
New Zealand reveals the works of Burns to be not just ‘a symphony
and a synthesis of Scottish song and nationality’, as some contemporary commentators suggested, but the foundation upon which
a new, transcultural Scots^New Zealand cultural identity could be
established.
This essay uses nineteenth- and early twentieth-century New
Zealand newspapers to map the ways in which ‘Thou Ling’ring
Star’ was used by emigrant Scottish communities. It engages with
critical debates about the diasporic Burns to argue for the importance of ‘‘minor’’ Burns pieces in that diaspora.

On Burns Night "æ", the Wellington Scottish Society gathered to listen
for a lecture on the poet and an evening of song and dance. After Miss
Betty Purdom had given a recitation of ‘The Little Scotch Martyrs’, she was
‘loudly recalled’ by the audience to perform an encore. According to the
Evening Post, Purdom ‘responded with ‘‘To Mary in Heaven’’ ’.1 Burns, as
Tanja Bueltmann has argued, was an important site of cultural memory in
New Zealand, but the speci¢c version of the poet and the speci¢c texts that
appealed to early New Zealand settlers have not been considered in any
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detail.2 ‘To Mary in Heaven’ (sometimes called ‘Thou Ling’ring Star’) was
once immensely popular within the colonial Scottish diaspora. In New
Zealand, it has an extensive history of performance, in both verse and song,
from the earliest colonial period to the aftermath of the First World War.
Although it has fallen out of favour in modern criticism, its reception in
colonial New Zealand reveals the poem to be part of the foundation upon
which a new, transcultural, identity could be established and expressed by
the Scottish diaspora in the South Paci¢c.3 This transcultural identity would
have to take account of the relationship between a new Southern Hemisphere
homeland and an old Northern Hemisphere one, but also between regional
di¡erences in both places.
The general opinion of recent scholars regarding ‘To Mary in Heaven’ is
decidedly negative. When it is acknowledged at all in scholarship dealing
with Burns’s output, it is considered one of his rare poetic failures. Burns’s
uncharacteristic use of a lofty and deliberately ‘poetic’ English in ‘To Mary
in Heaven’, rather than the Scots dialect of most of his poetry, has led to it
being universally reviled by twentieth-century critics, who ¢nd it ‘strained
[. . .] verg[ing] on hysteria’ and ‘deliberately manufactured’.4 Thomas
Crawford attributes this perceived ‘lessening in quality’ in Burns’s English
poems to a ‘linguistic split’ in eighteenth-century Scotland that saw English
and Scots as occupying two di¡erent social dimensions. He argues, in short,
that there was a profound dissociation of reason and emotion, whereby the
unspoken rule became: ‘think in English, feel in Scots, and never the twain
shall meet’.5 He attributes di¡erent levels of cultural value to Burns’s literary
output depending on its linguistic qualities, maintaining that:
Burns was the victim of this split, which indeed determined the
qualities of his poetry ^ good when it was in Scots and deals with
simple, everyday emotions, or with comic or realistically treated
subjects, but bad when it is in English and concerned with lofty
and sublime emotions, or with ratiocination.6

Even the burgeoning ¢eld of scholarship on Burns’s songs has not led to a
resurgence of critical interest in the qualities of this once-loved text.7
This negative critical consensus contrasts markedly with the genuine
popularity ‘To Mary in Heaven’ appears to have achieved in early colonial
New Zealand and other communities of diasporic Scots around the world.8
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An investigation of the Papers Past database, which includes New Zealand’s
newspapers and periodicals from the late "s through to "æª, reveals Æ"
individual references to the poem. These references cover a wide variety of
media, including advertisements, reviews of concerts and lectures, letters to
the editor, general interest articles, miscellaneous columns, and news articles.
If Burns’s legacy indeed resides, as Murray Pittock suggests, in the transcultural and intercultural practices of colonial and postcolonial societies,
then it would seem likely that the early periodicals of this colonial society
would be the ideal pathway through which to reimagine a Paci¢c Burns.9 In
this essay, we examine the uses to which this particular poem was put in the
diasporic communities of New Zealand and the ways in which its particular
qualities made it attractive to the development of a new Scottish^New
Zealand identity.
‘To Mary in Heaven’ appeared, usually alongside a suite of other Burns
songs and poems, in a range of community activities in colonial New
Zealand, at a time when at least twenty per cent of all migrants to New
Zealand came from Scotland.10 Some of these were fund-raising endeavours,
especially in areas with high Scottish populations: for example, concerts in
support of the Awamoko School Board, and the construction of a proposed
Horticultural Hall in Mataura, both in small settlements in Otago, featured
performances of Burns’s song that attracted large crowds.11 Others were
elocutionary competitions, in which ‘To Mary in Heaven’ was a popular
set-piece. In one such competition hosted by the Vivian Street Mutual
Improvement Society in Wellington in "ª, the poem was used as a tiebreaker to decide the winner.12 Most frequently, and predictably, ‘To Mary
in Heaven’ appeared on programmes run by Scottish cultural groups such
as the various Burns Clubs and Caledonian Societies that existed throughout
New Zealand.13 The Dunedin Burns Club, for example, planned to run a
competition for children in "æ in which the girls would be required to
recite ‘To Mary in Heaven’ and ‘Highland Mary’.14
These examples indicate that ‘To Mary in Heaven’ circulated as both
poetry and song in New Zealand. Sometimes the form of the rendition is
entirely clear: a Mr Connal conducted a reading of the poem at an event in
Christchurch in July "" that was met ‘with rapturous applause’, for
example, while the touring singer Jessie Maclachlan, ‘the Queen of Scottish
song’, was especially praised for her handling of this piece.15 Other
examples demonstrate the way in which song and speech mixed in the New
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Zealand performances of the poem, such as the night on which George
Brownlee sang Burns’s song, accompanied by his daughter on the piano, as
part of a lecture on ‘The Songs and Ballads of Scotland’ in Oamaru in
September ".16 This mixture of spoken and sung renditions continued as
technology advanced; radio broadcasts of the "æs featured both recitals
and musical performances of ‘To Mary in Heaven’.17 Travelling performers,
many of whom attracted huge audiences, would often include the poem in
their repertoire. Thomas Bracken, better known as the author of the
English verses of the New Zealand national anthem, toured both the North
and South Islands in "ª with a popular show that featured ‘To Mary in
Heaven’ as the only composition by Burns and that met with ‘enthusiastic
success throughout the colony’.18 The Scottish opera star Durward Lely had
similar success in "æ when he performed his ‘Rantin’ Rovin’ Robin’ show
around the country, with particular praise reserved by the reviewers for his
rendition of ‘To Mary in Heaven’.19 Praise was also heaped on Jean
Howison’s performance of the poem as she toured New Zealand in "æ,
with one reviewer noting that ‘the gem of the night was the recital of the
unsurpassable lines, ‘‘To Mary in Heaven’’. In this Miss Howison displayed
an intensity of feeling and pathos not readily to be forgotten.’20 Lectures on
Burns were common, and frequently featured a discussion, recital, or
musical performance of the poem.21 These instances all suggest that the
poem was popular and familiar enough to draw crowds, raise money, and
provide the focal point for community groups wishing to assert their
Scottish roots in the colony.
The centrality of ‘To Mary in Heaven’ to that e¡ort can be felt when
new Scottish settlements emerged. Predictably, most references to the poem
were found in newspapers from areas of high Scottish settlement, with the
vast majority () being from the Otago region, followed by Auckland (
references, likely due to the large general population), Canterbury (Æ), and
Wellington (ÆÆ). But small spikes in regional references tell the story of
internal Scottish migration. In the "æs, for example, technological
advances in the extraction of gold in the Waikato region drew miners away
from the established Scottish centres in southern New Zealand.22 The
smattering of references to the poem that occurred in Thames newspapers
prior to the Waikato gold strike was replaced with a regular and sustained
burst of interest in the "æs. This burst began with Thomas Bracken’s visit
to the Thames Burns Club in "æ", where his recitation of ‘To Mary in
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Heaven’ was so well-received that the audience demanded an encore.23 By
"æ, the Thames Burns Club had launched an annual competition that
included a recitation contest: the inaugural prize for children was won by
Miss H. M. Gibb for her performance of ‘To Mary in Heaven’.24 A different Miss Gibb recited the poem at the Club’s concert in "æ, held in
commemoration of the centenary of Burns’s death, one of many such events
around the country.25 The miners themselves invited the lecturer A. H.
Waddell to speak to them about Burns at an "æ event that was so
popular that ‘[e]ach camp was crowded to the doors, and the open air had
to be resorted to’.26 Waddell recited ‘To Mary in Heaven’ alongside poems
which are much more ¢rmly situated in the modern critical Burns canon,
such as ‘The Cotter’s Saturday Night’, ‘Tam o’Shanter’ and ‘A man’s a man
for a’ that’. The miners were being invited to see Burns as a key element of
their own identity, not simply as Scots but as Scottish New Zealanders,
with Waddell proclaiming ‘[w]hat glorious poems Burns would have made
on these mines [. . .]’.27 In the Waikato mining towns, a new colonial
Scottish identity was being formed with Burns, and ‘To Mary in Heaven’,
at the centre.
Local identity was only one aspect of the poem’s usefulness, however. It
also appeared in situations where Scottish New Zealanders attempted to
connect their newly forged colonial identity with the wider network of the
Scottish diaspora, and with a broader global identity, in a way that is consistent with the ¢ndings of recent scholarship on Burns and transnational
culture.28 The most tangible manifestation of the poem’s signi¢cance for
Scots^New Zealanders can be seen in the way Burns was represented in the
famous Dunedin statue. On " May ", the Otago Daily Times announced
that a statue of Burns in the act of composing ‘To Mary in Heaven’ that
the Dunedin City Council had commissioned was now ready to be transported to New Zealand from Edinburgh. The posture of the statue, the
paper reported, was ‘easy, yet digni¢ed, and the expression of the features
convey the idea of deep thought combined with intellectual gifts’.29 There
was also a great deal of interest in similar memorials overseas: New Zealand
readers were informed about the statues of Burns in the act of composing
‘To Mary in Heaven’ that had been erected in London, New York and
Dundee.30 When a statue of Mary Campbell was erected in Dunoon, in a
ceremony that featured a musical performance of ‘To Mary in Heaven’,
New Zealand was represented by the MP William McCullough, who
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proudly described the Burns Clubs of New Zealand as institutions which
‘helped to bind the ties between the Mother country and her Colonies over
the sea. They encouraged young people of the colonies who had never seen
the Mother country to cherish the associations of their parents, and to study
the works of those who had made her great’.31 A statuette modelled on the
Dunoon statue was soon proudly displayed by the Auckland Burns Club,
‘to commemorate the genius that composed the lines ‘‘To Mary in
Heaven’’ ’, and there are suggestions that Scottish New Zealanders contemplated building their own statue to Campbell in New Zealand,
prompting a wry question by a self-identi¢ed member of the Scots diaspora
in the New Zealand Herald:
If we are to erect a monument to Highland Mary, as the inspirer of
‘Thou lingering star, with lessening ray’, why not to those many
other sweethearts of the poet, who had so powerful an in£uence
over his genius? But if Scotchmen took that in hand, the subjects
they would have to deal with would be found so numerous that the
price of monumental marble would infallibly go up.32

In New Zealand, to imagine Burns, and memorialise him, was to associate
him with ‘To Mary in Heaven’, but also to tap in to a particular strand of
the global Burns tradition.33
This global tradition might help explain why ‘To Mary in Heaven’
featured in the somewhat unlikely context of New Zealand’s role in the two
World Wars. In January "æ", in the wake of the Gallipoli campaign, the
Dunedin Burns Club held its Burns night as usual, but with a decided focus
on the ongoing war in Europe. The lecture for the evening was on ‘Burns
as a Patriot’, and many of the poems and songs that might be readily
termed patriotic were performed. But so too was ‘To Mary in Heaven’, as
part of a lamentation for a generic ‘New Zealander who, in returning from
the historic landing at Gallipoli, riddled with bullets, cheered with his last
breath’.34 The idea of a sentimental, su¡ering Burns was as important to the
maintenance of a global diasporic identity as was the militant nationalistic
Burns. To communities grieving in the wake of the losses at Gallipoli, ‘To
Mary in Heaven’ o¡ered a re£ection of a new, sorrowful identity that linked
itself with other similarly a¡ected communities across the Empire.
The desire for a wider global community might also explain why ‘To
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Mary in Heaven’ was on the programme for the Wellington Burns Club in
January "ææ. On the eve of war, the Club’s President, R. H. Nimmo,
declared to the audience of over " that ‘It is ¢tting tonight, in the Capital
City of New Zealand, that we and other New Zealanders throughout the
length and breadth of the land form living links in the chain of fellowship
that encircles the globe, and drink tonight in the fullness of joy to the
immortal memory of Robert Burns.’35 The poem sits here alongside a call
for national unity, for a single ‘New Zealand’ identity, and for global
fellowship in a time of con£ict.
But the early New Zealand newspapers provide evidence of a sentiment
beyond popularity, nostalgia, familiarity, or globalisation. ‘To Mary in
Heaven’ was often held up in the papers as an example of Burns at his best.
The poem was a ‘master piece’, ‘the greatest lyric in our language’, and one
that ‘ranks by universal consent as one of [Burns’s] very ¢nest inspirations’.36 Its opening lines were included in a selection of favourite quotations, chosen by readers, alongside lines from Shakespeare and Milton as
illustrations of the most familiar English texts.37 Sometimes, Burns’s accessibility was held up as evidence of his superiority to the great canonical
names of English literature; one correspondent suggested to his local newspaper that the poem’s four stanzas ‘are alone worth [Tennyson’s] In
Memoriam a dozen times told’, while another wrote that ‘men and women
who could not read ‘‘L’Allegro’’ and ‘‘Il Pensero’’, to say nothing of
‘‘Lycidas’’ or ‘‘Paradise Lost’’, open their hearts when Burns sings to them
of ‘‘Bonny Doon’’, or weep over his hymn ‘‘To Mary in Heaven.’’ ’38 The
British lecturer David Christie Murray was reported in the New Zealand
papers to have called the poem ‘an example of the best writing in the way
of simple piety’, and linked it explicitly with the diasporic Scottish community, noting that ‘while Scots were pre-eminently fond of their natal soil,
their love of adventure drove them into exile, and Burns was the man who
sang to them of home [. . .].’39 The poem was so highly regarded that
when the Otago Witness reprinted a critique of the poem from an international periodical, it headlined the piece ‘A Heretical Criticism’.40 This
widely-held belief that the poem was Burns’s ¢nest work gestures to something beyond strategic deployment in moments when money needed to be
raised or sentiment invoked, but rather its fundamental (and possibly
unique) importance as a text in the formation of a Scottish^New Zealand
identity.
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One of the aspects of the poem that has made least popular with modern
critics was a signi¢cant element in its success with colonial New Zealand
audiences. Burns’s deployment of poetic English was frequently addressed
by commentators in New Zealand, particularly in the early decades of the
twentieth century. Some preferred the Scots-language poems but made a
special exception for ‘To Mary in Heaven’, such as the lecturer who, having
declared that Burns’s best poetry was written in ‘our guid auld Scotch’,
nevertheless asked ‘Can you think of any lines in the English language
where the passion of love in its purest form was ever better expressed than
in his immortal lines ‘‘To Mary in Heaven’’?’41 Others seemed less aware of
the contradiction between their a¡ection for this poem and their general
attachment to Scottish music; one letter to the editor of the Hawera &
Normanby Star in Taranaki hopes that the upcoming Caledonian Society
concert will include ‘a large percentage of beautiful Scotch lyrics’ but names
‘To Mary in Heaven’ as a song that he or she particularly hoping to hear.42
Some regarded it as important to defend this poem as part of a wider
defence of Burns’s talent, treating his skilful use of English in ‘To Mary in
Heaven’ as evidence of his bilingual genius.43 The question of Burns’s
language was so popular that a discussion of it could feature in a column
titled ‘Topics of the Day’ in the Christchurch Press, which championed the
poem as an accessible way into Burns for average Anglophone readers and
‘easiness itself’ compared to Burns’s Scots works.44 The poem did not
alienate readers without Scots, but it also, as the Australian author J. H. L.
Zillmann wrote in an article published in the NZ Truth, did not alienate
readers who preferred Scots verse.45
The poem was also, perhaps unexpectedly, held up as an example of a
suitably moral text. Journalists emphasised the religious connection between
Burns and Mary Campbell, symbolised in the exchange of Bibles.46 The
a¡ection between the lovers was often described as ‘tender’ or ‘pure’, with
implications of an appropriately constrained passion; on Burns Night in
"æ, David McLaren told the Wellington Burns Club that ‘To Mary in
Heaven’ ‘was a song to be read or sung in private, so pure and holy were
the feelings expressed’.47 Some of this praise was expressed alongside condemnation of the poet’s in¢delity, but these comments typically upheld the
quality and value of the poem itself.48 One correspondent went as far as to
recommend it to young readers, both for its morality and the accessibility of
its language:
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I fancy that few New Zealand boys and girls, even in this Scottish
portion of our Dominion, have made the acquaintance of Burns.
With many of your parents it will be quite di¡erent. I can, however,
sympathise with you, for the Scottish language is almost unknown
to you. [. . .] But Burns’ ‘To Mary in Heaven’, is a poem you
should not only read but learn o¡ by heart. It is exquisite in both
thought and expression. It belong in literature to those works called
the Immortals. Never shall its glory fade.49

One way to understand the poem’s status as an icon for Scottish New
Zealanders is to locate it within the broader question of the Scottish diaspora. It provides a £exibility that can accommodate the challenges of
generating a diasporic identity.50 It is a composition by the most Scottish of
authors, but written in standard English. It is both a song and a poem, and
members of the diaspora can deploy it as either, or both. It embodies moral
virtue and a safely contained eroticism. It speaks to the particular character
of the Scottish diaspora but also to a global identity that exists beyond ties
to either nations of birth or adopted homes. It is a song for public consumption and private contemplation. One could argue that modern readings
of Burns want something far more limited from his work: a starker sense of
his position on sex, politics, language, and literature, which can be more
easily accommodated within contemporary critical debates. The Scots of
colonial New Zealand, by contrast, might have been able to take a more
£exible view of Burns, and thus a more generous view of a poem like ‘To
Mary in Heaven’. As Gerard Carruthers has argued in the case of Burns’s
transatlantic in£uence, the politics of the ‘Old World’ lacked urgency in
colonial contexts, and allowed di¡erent aspects of Burns’s legacy to take precedence.51 For the Scots in New Zealand, a depoliticised Burns was a useful
tool for community-making and a public declaration of values that distinguished members of the Scottish diaspora from, for example, the more
overtly political Irish immigrants to New Zealand.52
Perhaps the best example of how diasporic Scots used ‘To Mary in
Heaven’ to symbolise their new life in New Zealand can be found in the
short story ‘Dancing and Singing’, published in the Otago Witness in "ææ.53
The author was the women’s rights campaigner Wilhelmina Sherri¡ Bain,
herself a member of the Scottish diaspora. Born in Midlothian around "ª,
she had moved to Invercargill in the "s with her parents to be reunited
with her older brother, who had emigrated previously.54
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The story begins with the kind of community-building activity that the
song frequently seemed to accompany in nineteenth and early twentiethcentury New Zealand:
Rainy gusts had swept the little village all day, and when night fell
the moon had a wild and watery look. Yet the young folk pressed
on with their work, in sure anticipation of a happy evening. There
had not been a social for months, and wind and rain and dirty roads
were not likely to daunt them. It did seem for a time as if nobody
were coming to the big drillshed. The chairman of the committee
looked a bit worried; but some of the members £ustered about,
arranging the biggest illumination that three swing lamps could
throw upon rough rafters and £ag-adorned walls, sprinkling the
£oor, and opening the upper sashes of the windows, with ¢ne faith
in festivity.

The story focuses on Jeanie Seton, a young girl who has ‘started visiting
Dunedin twice a week to receive singing lessons’ and is in love with a local
youth, James Arundel. Unbeknownst to her devoted father, Jeannie will be
giving her ¢rst public performance at the social, and ‘does not know what
she may sing’. Her uncle is the MC for the evening, and intends to call her
up to sing one of the songs in ‘her Scotch song book, ¢rst having bluepencilled every song that she knows thoroughly well in its melody and in
its words’. When Jeannie gets up to sing, she ‘struggles with a conscious
sense of double personality’ as she expresses her own feelings for James via
a song from ‘the heathery mists of a long past century’. This uneasy combination of a present-day New Zealand identity and a historical Scottish one is
manifested in the sound of her voice; in a duet with James, she sings her
part of the traditional ‘Huntingtower’ ‘as never before human voice has
been heard in Arima. In like manner the tuis may have chanted, even thus
the mokomoko may have chimed, ere yet the shames and crimes of civilization had begun to extirpate New Zealand’s heavenly choristers.’
But the climax of the story occurs later, when Jeannie and her father
return home to their family sitting-room:
A corner of the room was dedicated to Robert Burns. There was his
picture ^ there his bust in Parisian marble, and there his poems on a
moveable stand. Jeanie lingered by that corner as she went to the
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piano, and then, looking up to the portrait of her mother, she sang
‘To Mary in heaven.’ [sic]
The passion and the pathos of her tones vibrated in the soul of
the strong man sitting there by the ¢re. ‘O Mary; dear departed
shade.’ How often ^ how often had he pored over that lamentation
of lamentations! To-night other feelings blend with his sacred
sorrow. Jeanie’s exquisite singing soothes him, comforts him, interprets him to himself.

‘To Mary in Heaven’ is used in this story as a vehicle to reconcile the
identity struggle of Jeanie and other Scottish New Zealanders, in part
because it seems to both encapsulate and reach beyond identity politics into
a zone of apparently universal human sympathies. It provides an interpretation of Mr Seton’s identity that he can comprehend and from which he
receives comfort. This identity is domestic, private, and emotional, separate
from but complementary to the kind of public identity of the Scottish New
Zealanders that is forged in the raucous atmosphere of the social. It interprets Mr Seton, and the diasporic Scots he represents, to themselves, in a
way that is quite explicitly soothing and non-confrontational. It is thus a
kind of balm for diaspora.
There are various Burns canons that circulate through time and space,
changing based on fashion and need. The colonial canon is one of these,
and its contours overlap with but do not match those of either the scholarly
or the popular Burns canons of the twenty-¢rst century. Yet the vast reach
of the Scottish diaspora means that this canon touches all parts of the
former Empire and continues to shape the identities of its modern, postimperial citizens. If ‘To Mary in Heaven’ was regarded as the apex of the
colonial canon by diasporic Scots, contemporary scholarship needs to consider what that fact can teach us about community-making and identity in
previous centuries and the traces of these activities in present-day societies.
It is also important to consider trends within the colonial canon. Predictably, the focus of global Burns studies has been on his in£uence in
America. But the New Zealand context has the potential to add to
burgeoning critical interest in the transpaci¢c Scottish experience, and how
it might work alongside, or in contrast to, other global patterns, such as
transatlantic ones. The transpaci¢c Burns is likely to share characteristics
with, say, the transatlantic Burns, but also to highlight new appropriations
and approaches arising from the speci¢cs of the Paci¢c diaspora.
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